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ABSTRACT

The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center has flight tested two X-29A aircraft at low and high angles of attack. The high-angle-of-attack tests evaluate the feasibility of integrated X-29A technologies. More specific objectives focus on evaluating the high-angle-of-attack flying qualities, defining multiaxis controllability limits, and determining the maximum pitch-pointing capability. A pilot-selectable gain system allows examination of tradeoffs in airplane stability and maneuverability. Basic fighter maneuvers provide qualitative evaluation. Bank-angle captures permit qualitative data analysis.

This paper discusses the design goals and approach for high-angle-of-attack control laws and provides results from the envelope expansion and handling qualities testing at intermediate angles of attack. Comparisons of the flight test results to the predictions are made where appropriate. The pitch rate command structure of the longitudinal control system is shown to be a valid design for high-angle-of-attack control laws. Flight test results show that wing rock amplitude was overpredicted and aileron and rudder effectivenesses were underpredicted. Flight tests show the X-29A airplane to be controllable in all axes, with no nose wandering, up to 40° angle of attack.

INTRODUCTION

The NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (NASA Dryden) X-29A program was structured to test the X-29A no. 1 airplane at low angles of attack and the no. 2 airplane at high angles of attack. The low-angle-of-attack testing included evaluating and improving handling qualities, and the feasibility of the integrated X-29A technologies. These technologies include a 4.9 percent-thick supercritical wing with no leading-edge devices but with variable-camber control trailing-edge devices. The configuration was designed to be departure resistant and to maintain significant roll control at high angles of attack. To further investigate the potential of a forward-swept wing at high angles of attack, the X-29A military utility and agility test program was initiated in 1986 as a follow-on to the low-angle-of-attack program.

This paper provides results from the envelope expansion and handling qualities testing at intermediate angles of attack. Topics include envelope expansion, flight test techniques, and flight test results. Comparisons of the flight test results to the predictions are made where appropriate.

AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION

The X-29A aircraft is a single-seat, single-engine fighter class aircraft (fig. 1). An F-5 forebody is used forward of the pilot station, and F-16 integrated servo-actuators are used for all except the strake actuators. The cockpit has conventional dial display gauges (fig 2). No cathode-ray-tube screens or head-up displays are used.

The wing has a thin, 4.9 percent-thick streamwise supercritical airfoil section with a 29.27° forward sweep along the leading edge and a -33.73° quarter-chord sweep. The wing structure includes aeroelastically tailored graphite-epoxy covers to help provide the stiffness needed to overcome the torsional divergence problems associated with forward-swept wings. The wing is relatively simple, employs full-span trailing-edge flaps, and does not use leading-edge devices. These double-hinged flaps also provide discrete variable camber.

The three surfaces used for pitch control are the all-moving, close-coupled canards; symmetric wing flaps; and aft-fuselage strake flaps. The lateral–directional axes are controlled using differential wing flaps and a conventional rudder. Table 1 shows critical airplane geometry and mass characteristics. A more complete description of the aircraft has previously been provided.

The second X-29A airplane, built concurrently with the first, was modified for high-angle-of-attack flight research by adding support structure to the tail and a spin chute (fig. 3). The chute is designed to recover the aircraft from an upright or inverted spin or deep stall and is contained in a canister installed at the base of the vertical tail. The chute measures 19 ft in diameter with riser lengths of 75 ft. The chute mechanism...
was tested on the ground and in the air. Deployment speed is limited to a maximum of 180 kn equivalent airspeed and is accomplished by a redundant set of pyrotechnics. After deployment, the chute can be jettisoned by unlocking the mechanical jaws that hold the chute to the aircraft. If that mechanism fails, explosive bolts that would release the jaws can be fired.

The cockpit was also modified for high-angle-of-attack testing. Large angle-of-attack and yaw rate gauges, spin chute status displays, and spin recovery indicators were added to the cockpit. Figure 2 shows the spin recovery indicators, which consist of four arrows showing stick positioning and two dots indicating rudder pedal positioning. A single-needle pressure altimeter replaced the clock. For high angles of attack, a yaw string was placed on the windshield to aid the pilot.

Commands generated on the ground and uplinked to the horizontal and vertical flightpath command needle in the attitude direction indicator instrument were used for flightpath targeting. This instrument allowed the pilot to easily capture and hold angles of attack for high-angle-of-attack test points. The needle deflection was proportional to the error between the target angle of attack and the measured angle of attack. Similarly, the vertical needle showed the error between the measured and the targeted sideslip angle. The horizontal and vertical needles were important in high-angle-of-attack maneuvers, assisting the pilots in flying more precise test points. The pilots were able to concentrate on a single instrument to receive attitude, target-angle-of-attack error, and target-sideslip error information.

The upper surface of the right wingtip and the left side of the vertical stabilizer tip had stripes painted on them. The stripes were added in case a spin necessitated aircraft orientation identification from long-range optics.

**Flight Control System**

This subsection describes flight control system (FCS) modifications that were made to allow exploration of the high-angle-of-attack envelope. The architecture of the FCS was largely unchanged from that developed and tested in the low-angle-of-attack program.

The FCS was designed to allow maneuvering of the airplane at high angles of attack without using rudder pedal inputs. The lateral stick commanded stability axis roll rate, and the longitudinal stick commanded a combination of pitch rate, normal acceleration, and angle of attack. Rudder pedals commanded washout stability axis yaw rate.

**Mode Logic**

The X-29A FCS uses two basic modes. The primary mode is a normal digital (ND) mode; the backup mode is an analog reversion (AR) mode. Several degraded modes are also possible when sensor failures prompt a reconfiguration. A new digital mode, NORMHI, was created for high-angle-of-attack testing. This mode is identical to the ND mode, but it prevents the automatic downmoding to the AR mode that occurs when surface commands exceed predetermined rates.

The new NORMHI mode prevents the reasonability test from causing the downmode to the AR mode during critical high-angle-of-attack maneuvers or out-of-control situations. The reasonability test is a logic that was developed in an attempt to prevent generic software errors from leading to loss of the airplane. For high angles of attack, the commands in the digital computers are still limited to reasonable rates; only the automatic downmoding to the AR mode is precluded. Pilot action is required to select the backup mode in the event of a generic software failure.

The AR mode was unchanged for the second X-29A airplane. Six-degree-of-freedom nonlinear simulation found that the AR mode would provide marginal recovery capability at high angles of attack. Simulation studies showed that this FCS would have poor damping of the predicted wing rock. The simulation showed that if the pilot were to allow the wing rock motion to fully develop, the inertial coupling would be strong enough that the angle of attack could not be reduced below 40°.

Previous low-angle-of-attack envelope expansion philosophy was to test the primary ND and backup AR modes under all flight conditions. This philosophy was not followed for the X-29A high-angle-of-attack envelope expansion, and only the NORMHI mode was tested.

**Design Requirements**

The FCS was required to retain the low-angle-of-attack flight characteristics and control law structure that had been used previously on X-29A no. 1. The FCS was also required to ensure that spins would not be easily entered. An active spin prevention system was incorporated into the FCS to meet that requirement.
Additional design guidelines were developed using the Langley differential maneuvering simulation. Table 2 shows these guidelines. The aircraft dynamics from the six-degree-of-freedom simulation were compared to the guidelines. The guidelines were not used for linear models. Generally, the X-29A FCS met these design guidelines. Yaw rates for neutral lateral controls were predicted to be small based upon the small asymmetries present in the simulation database. Predicted angle-of-attack recovery was favorable, exhibiting a smooth onset from high-angle-of-attack conditions. Adverse sideslip during rolling maneuvers and wing rock were predicted to be within the Langley guidelines. Proverse sideslip was expected to sometimes exceed the guideline. The angle-of-attack variation was also predicted to be within the guidelines even though the control laws did not compensate for inertial pitching moments caused by commanded roll rates.

Design Technique

The high-angle-of-attack control laws were designed using conventional techniques combined with the X-29A nonlinear batch and real-time simulations. Linear analysis was used to examine stability margins and generate time histories that were compared with the nonlinear simulation results to validate the margins. The linear analysis included conventional Bode stability margins, time history responses, and limited, structured singular-value analysis in the lateral–directional axes.

In the pitch axis, stability margins at high-angle-of-attack conditions were predicted to be higher than the stability margins at equivalent low-angle-of-attack conditions. In the lateral–directional axes, however, the unstable wing rock above 35° angle of attack dominated the response in linear and nonlinear analysis. Feedback gains that stabilized the linear airplane models showed an unstable response in the nonlinear simulation. This unstable response was caused by rate saturation of the ailerons. The FCS configuration kept the feedback gains at a reasonable level to control the high frequency instability but did not completely control the low-frequency (bounded) lateral–directional instability (wing rock).

Longitudinal Control Law Design

At high angles of attack, the X-29A pitch stick commanded a blend of pitch rate and angle of attack. The choice of the controlled variable followed a different philosophy than that of other high-angle-of-attack aircraft that primarily use angle-of-attack command systems. The combination of feedbacks used in the X-29A FCS provided more of a pitch rate command system with weak angle-of-attack feedback. The pitch axis trim schedule provided small positive stick forces at 1-g, high-angle-of-attack conditions. Approximately 1-in. deflection, or 8 lbf, was required to hold 40° angle of attack.

For the most part, the basic low-angle-of-attack ND longitudinal axis control laws remained unchanged for the NORMHI mode at high angles of attack. No gains in the longitudinal axis were scheduled with angle of attack, but several feedback paths were switched in and out as a function of angle of attack. The following changes were made in the design of the high-angle-of-attack control laws for the X-29A longitudinal axis (fig. 4):

- The automatic camber control (ACC) schedules were modified to reduce transonic canard loads and to provide optimum lift-to-drag ratio canard and strake flap positioning by increasing slightly the reference canard position in a 20° to 38° angle-of-attack range.
- Airspeed feedback was faded out and angle-of-attack feedback was faded in to control a slow, divergent angle of attack. Airspeed feedback was not appropriate to control the instability that developed at high angles of attack; angle-of-attack measurement provided the best feedback because the divergence was almost purely angle of attack.
- Active negative angles of attack and g-force limiters were added to prevent potential nosedown pitch tumble entries or inverted hung stall problems.
- The single, redundant, attitude-heading reference system feedbacks were faded out because the attitude information only provides gravity compensation for pilot inputs and normal acceleration feedback. The lack of redundancy and the relatively small benefit did not warrant the risk of system failure at high-angle-of-attack conditions.
- Symmetric flaperon limit was reduced from 25° to 21°. Because high-gain roll rate feedback is required to prevent wing rock and the wing flaperons are shared symmetrically and asymmetrically, 4° of flaperon deflection were reserved for aileron
commands. The flaperons were commanded with differential commands that had priority. Otherwise, the ACC schedule would have commanded the wing flaperons on the symmetric limit at high angles of attack and resulted in a coupling of the wing rock and longitudinal control loop through the symmetric flaperon.

**Roll and Yaw Control Law Design**

In the lateral axes, the airplane was controlled with conventional ailerons and rudder. The ailerons had priority over symmetric flaperon deflections in the control laws. The control laws were designed in this manner because all roll control is provided by the ailerons while pitch control is provided by canards, strake flaps, and symmetric flaperons.

In the lateral–directional axes, the control laws were changed significantly for high angles of attack from the original low-angle-of-attack FCS. Figure 5 shows a full-state type feedback structure. The high-angle-of-attack changes, for the most part, simplified the control law structure flown on X-29A no. 1. The new control laws required many gains to be scheduled with angles of attack. Several were just faded to constants, while four command and feedback gains used three angle-of-attack breakpoints for table lookup. These three angle-of-attack breakpoints were the maximum allowed because of computer space limitations. Computer speed limitations required that a multirate gain lookup structure be incorporated.

Because the angle of attack was expected to change rapidly, the angle-of-attack portion of the gains was updated to 20 Hz. Mach number and altitude were updated to 2.5 Hz. The control law changes and reasons for them are as follows:

- The forward-loop integrator in the lateral axis was removed at high angles of attack. This removal eliminated a problem with the integrator saturating and causing a pro-spin flaperon command.
- The majority of lateral–directional feedbacks were eliminated. This feedback elimination left only high-gain, roll-rate-to-aileron and washed-out stability axis yaw rate feedback to rudder paths. The high-gain roll damper was used to suppress the wing rock that developed near maximum lift. The washed-out stability axis yaw rate feedback helped control sideslip during maneuvers under high-angle-of-attack conditions.
- Pilot forward-loop gains were simplified, leaving only lateral-stick-to-aileron, lateral-stick-to-rudder, and rudder-pedal-to-rudder gains. The lateral stick gearing was changed from second-order nonlinear gearing to linear gearing at high angles of attack. A washout filter was used in parallel with the aileron-to-rudder interconnect (ARI) gain to provide additional initial rudder deflection in response to rudder command.
- Spin prevention logic was added. The logic commanded up to full rudder and aileron deflection if the yaw rate exceeded 30 deg/sec at an angle of attack \( \geq 40^\circ \) for upright spins or an angle of attack \( \leq -25^\circ \) for inverted spins. The pilot command gain was increased to allow the pilot sufficient authority to override any of these automatic inputs.

**Pilot-Selectable Gain**

To aid in research and allow for unexpected problems in flight testing, several changes were incorporated in the FCS. These changes included a pilot-selectable gain capability to allow two gains to be independently varied. These two gains could each have five values. This feature was used to evaluate, in flight, gain modifications to the control laws. Initially, the roll-rate-to-aileron gain, \( K_2 \), and ARI gain, \( K_{27} \), were varied. Later, the lateral roll command gain, \( K_13 \), and the \( K_{27} \) were varied.

Concerns about severe wing rock led to a slow buildup in angle of attack using the pilot-selectable gain variations. The airplane roll response was heavily damped, and the pilot-selectable gain system was used to examine reductions in feedback gain. The response of the airplane was approximately 20 percent faster with the reduced roll-rate-to-aileron feedback gain than with the baseline gain. No objectionable wing rock developed because of the lower gain.

Pilot-selectable gain was also used to increase the roll performance of the X-29A airplane at high-angle-of-attack conditions. The stability axis roll rates almost doubled in the 20° to 30° angle-of-attack region at 200 kn. This increased roll performance was accomplished using a 75 percent increase in the \( K_{13} \) and an 80 percent increase in the \( K_{27} \). Increases in rates were possible throughout much of the high-angle-of-attack envelope but usually were not as dramatic as this example. Only small degradation occurred in the roll
coordination. Above this angle-of-attack region, uncommanded reversals occurred. These uncommanded reversals were caused by control surface saturation and a corresponding lack of coordination that manifested as increased sideslip.

The pilot-selectable gain concept proved to be a valuable research tool for testing simple control law changes before the full FCS changes were made. The ability to fly different FCS gains, back-to-back, on the same flight resulted in more accurate comparisons. This ability was especially important when the changes resulted in subtle flying qualities differences.

**Flow Angle and Pitot-Static Measurement Systems**

Accurate angle-of-attack measurement was very important because this measurement was a primary gain-scheduling parameter as well as a feedback to longitudinal and lateral-directional axes. Accurate airspeed information was also important to control conditional stability of the lateral and longitudinal axes at high angles of attack. Stability margins would be compromised if errors were large.

Two of the three angle-of-attack sensors were located on each side of the airplane and had a range limited to $35^\circ$. The location and range of these sensors were considered inadequate for testing, and two options were considered to solve the inadequacy. The first option was to mount two additional angle-of-attack vanes on the noseboom. This option was mechanized and flown on X-29A no. 1 for evaluation and was found to have excellent characteristics. The second option was to install NACA booms and angle-of-attack vanes on the wingtips. This option was not implemented because roll rate corrections for the large lateral offsets would have been required, and the flight control computers did not allow such corrections.

The modification to include two additional angle-of-attack vanes on the noseboom proved to be a good one. Only once during the high-angle-of-attack program did the three vanes not compare. This anomaly occurred during a recovery from a high-angle-of-attack test point. Figure 6 shows the time history of the recovery maneuver. The figure reflects that as sideslip exceeded $20^\circ$, the left rear angle-of-attack vane exceeded the sensor tolerance of $5^\circ$ and was declared failed. This incident occurred during a recovery from $50^\circ$ angle of attack. The airplane continued to operate on the two remaining sensors and was in no danger. The noseboom angle-of-attack measurements became less reliable above $35^\circ$ angle of attack.

To obtain accurate measurement of airspeed at high-angle-of-attack conditions caused by local flow effects, three pitot probe locations were investigated. Belly probes were tested on a wind-tunnel model and were found to change the aerodynamics. Swivel probes could not be used on the noseboom because they were unable to be flight qualified for installation forward of engine inlets on a single-engine airplane. Side probes were expected to have poor characteristics at high angles of attack. Because an alternate location could not be found, the decision was made to use a single-string noseboom pitot-static probe at high angles of attack.

The high-angle-of-attack FCS had to be highly reliable. Three or more sensors were generally used to provide redundancy, but for impact pressure at high angles of attack, the FCS relied on a single noseboom probe with two independent sensors. For most of the high-angle-of-attack region, the side pitot-static probes performed as they had on the X-29A no. 1. Discrepancies were observed in the $7^\circ$ to $12^\circ$ angle-of-attack region. As angle of attack increased above $30^\circ$, measurement of impact pressure became less reliable. Above $45^\circ$ true angle of attack ($52^\circ$ indicated), the side probes stalled, resulting in impact pressures of zero inches of mercury.

**Simulation**

Simulations were used extensively for evaluating the high-angle-of-attack control laws. A high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic database was obtained from many X-29A wind-tunnel tests. Wind-tunnel rotary balance data and forced oscillation data were combined with spin-tunnel data to provide dynamic derivative estimates for inclusion in the simulation model. The aerodynamic model was valid for an angle-of-attack range from $-50^\circ$ to $90^\circ$, a sideslip range from $-30^\circ$ to $30^\circ$, and transonic speeds.

The simulations included a full, nonlinear, real-time piloted simulation consisting of hardware-in-the-loop, airplane-in-the-loop, and all FORTRAN implementations; batch-processed simulations; and linearized equations of motion simulations. Each of these simulations was essential to verification and validation of the control laws.
The piloted simulations were used for designing and testing the FCS as well as for training pilots during the high-angle-of-attack envelope expansion. The batch simulations were used to generate time history and frequency response comparisons to the hardware-in-the-loop results and to conduct an engineering analysis between high-angle-of-attack flights. The linear analysis results were compared with the nonlinear simulations and provided stability margin estimates for the rigid and aeroservoelastic models.

The aircraft-in-the-loop simulation was used during initial verification and validation of the high-angle-of-attack control system to accomplish the following:

- Verify the open-loop frequency response characteristics of sensor-to-control surface paths
- Verify the FCS-rigid body stability open-loop characteristics
- Verify that no closed-loop resonance exists on rigid jack supports
- Verify that maximum hydraulic demands of the high-gain FCS would be met by the normal and emergency airplane hydraulic systems
- Perform a complete end-to-end confidence check of the airplane systems

TEST AND PROCEDURES

Figure 7 shows the aircraft flight envelope. The original high-angle-of-attack control laws were designed for speeds up to Mach 0.6 and were later cleared to Mach 0.75. The envelope was intended to be expanded to Mach 0.9, but time constraints did not permit the necessary design, verification, and validation efforts.

Envelope Expansion

Maneuvers were developed to carefully expand the high-angle-of-attack envelope. These maneuvers were referred to as integrated test blocks (ITBs). Each ITB consisted of a series of test maneuvers at a given angle of attack. The ITBs were designed to obtain concurrent test data for several research engineering disciplines, including flight controls, aeroservoelastics, and aerodynamics.

Three ITBs were initially defined for the high-angle-of-attack envelope expansion with progressively more aggressive maneuvers in each. After five expansion flights, the ITBs were modified to obtain the necessary data more efficiently. The modified ITBs were as follows:

- **ITB 1**
  - Pitch authority check
  - Stabilized point
  - Large input, 3-axis raps and pulses
  - Half-throw aileron and rudder rolls
  - Steady heading to 5° sideslip

- **ITB 2**
  - Steady heading to 10° sideslip or full input
  - Full input aileron and rudder rolls
  - Full stick, 360° aileron roll

The high-angle-of-attack envelope expansion above 10° angle of attack began with ITB 1 flown from 1-g entries in 5° angle-of-attack increments. When necessary, intermediate trim points were flown at 2.5° increments. The ITB 2 for a given angle of attack was flown when the ITB 1 expansion had been completed for an angle of attack of 10° higher than the given angle of attack. Above 40° angle of attack, the entire ITB 1 was not performed but was replaced by a directional control check maneuver. The pilot stabilized the airplane at the target angle of attack for as long as possible before the forebody yawing exceeded limits. The 1-g expansion was completed to a target angle of attack of 55°, and the ITB 2 was performed to 45° angle of attack.

Windup turn or split-S entries were performed at 160, 200, 250, and 270 kn calibrated airspeed. For all airspeeds, the envelope was expanded above 10° angle of attack by the same process used for the 1-g expansion. The ITBs were essentially the same. During the initial accelerated expansion, the aft stick limit was reached at approximately 25° angle of attack. Further expansion was not possible without sacrificing airspeed, so the pitch stick authority was increased to allow the accelerated expansion to continue.

Piloted Simulation and Updates

Extensive use was made of piloted simulation during the high-angle-of-attack expansion. Before each flight, the pilot used the simulator to become familiar with the test points and the predicted behavior of the aircraft. Changes were made to the test maneuvers as required. Engineers monitored strip charts at the simulator to watch for any unusual aircraft behavior and set flight limits accordingly. This monitoring also allowed the engineers to become familiar with the anticipated aircraft behavior. The strip charts were often used in the
control room to verify the simulation and the test team's understanding of the dynamics of the aircraft.

The piloted simulation was updated based on the flight data. This update process consisted of several steps. The first step involved analyzing the data to separate force and moment contributions caused by aerodynamics, inertias, kinematics, and gyroscopics. From these data, initial surface derivative estimates were made. The second step involved using these estimates to run the parameter estimation program, pEst,\(^{21}\) to refine estimates of the aircraft aerodynamic derivatives for small rates and sideslips. The third step involved using a batch simulation to verify estimates for large amplitude maneuvers. In this step, derivatives were adjusted in the simulation until the desired degree of accuracy in matching the aircraft and simulation responses was achieved. No rotary derivatives were updated. Once the estimates were judged to be satisfactory, a parameter variation study was conducted to help define real-time operating limits. The data were also extrapolated to the next flight condition.

A more detailed explanation of the updating method has previously been described.\(^4\) The updates were easily added or deleted without altering the baseline aerodynamic data. This technique of updating the simulation was a powerful tool during the envelope clearance and postflight analysis. The simulator was always able to keep the response of the aircraft bounded even though it was unreliable for accurately predicting the flying qualities of the vehicle. When the aircraft did not behave as predicted, the cause could quickly be determined by using the parameter variation study that had been conducted before each flight.

The challenge for the test team was to perform the sensitivity study so that any undesirable aircraft responses were bounded by the simulation. The flight data would then indicate how to modify the simulation. Using the simulation in this way was invaluable for reducing the risk during the high-angle-of-attack envelope expansion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the flight test results and is divided into three subsections. The first subsection documents the observed characteristics and compares them, where appropriate, with the preflight predictions. The second subsection addresses the flying qualities research accomplished. The third subsection discusses a structural interaction with the FCS.

Flight Characteristics and Correlation With Preflight Predictions

This subsection documents the observed characteristics of the X-29A airplane at high angles of attack. Where appropriate, the flight test results are compared with preflight predictions. The preflight predictions were generated from both wind-tunnel and dynamically scaled drop-model tests. The drop model for the X-29A airplane\(^{23}\) was an unpowered, 22 percent-scaled geometric replica that was dropped from a helicopter. The model was dynamically scaled to the weight, center of gravity, and inertia of the full-scale vehicle.

Wing Rock and Lateral Control Power

Much attention was given to the predicted wing rock characteristics during design and verification of the flight control laws. These predictions were based upon wind-tunnel estimates\(^{24,25}\) and were supported by drop-model flight tests. The unaugmented drop-model roll departed at 32° angle of attack. A roll damper was added to the FCS to prevent the departure. A gain of 0.88 deg/(deg/sec) reduced the wing rock magnitudes over the unaugmented model (fig. 8).\(^{23}\) However, roll rates as high as 30 deg/sec existed for angles of attack below 40°. Rates reported for subscale tests are equivalent full-scale values.

Above 40° angle of attack, roll rates approached 150 deg/sec. Large noseup pitching moments were generated as a result of the large oscillations by a combination of inertial and aerodynamic coupling. A gain of 2.0 deg/(deg/sec) was finally used in the drop model to suppress the high roll rates in the 40° angle-of-attack region. Additional details about the tests and their results have previously been given.\(^{23,24}\)

These results, along with the results from ground-based testing, were used to develop the aerodynamic models for the control law design simulation used at NASA Dryden. The simulation at NASA Dryden predicted that wing rock would occur between 30° and 45° angle of attack and at approximately 60°. Wing rock magnitude was predicted to be composed of ±30 deg/sec of roll rate, ±10° to 15° of bank angle, and ±10° of sideslip. Preflight predictions were that 35°
angle of attack would be the maximum attainable before wing rock would dominate the flight characteristics and prevent additional expansion.

For the full-scale airplane, buffet began at approximately 12° to 15° angle of attack. The buffet was light, becoming moderate at approximately 20° angle of attack. Above 20° angle of attack, the buffet was once again light.

Wing rock began at approximately 16° angle of attack and was characterized by bank-angle changes of less than 5° at 0.9 Hz. Because of the randomness of the frequency and magnitude, the pilots characterized this motion as wing drop rather than wing rock. Because of the small magnitude of the motion, the wing rock did not detract from the handling of the aircraft in the 16° to 20° angle-of-attack region. In fact, while maneuvering, the pilots commented that they were unaware of its presence.

Figure 9 is a time history of the wing drop characteristic. At 40° angle of attack, the wing rock had increased to a ±14 deg/sec roll rate at 0.4 Hz. This rate was considerably less than the ±30 deg/sec roll rate predicted for that angle-of-attack region. In fact, the wing rock was absent in the presence of 1° to 2° sideslip. Figure 10 shows a time history of the wing rock experienced near 40° angle of attack. Figure 11 shows the magnitude of the bank angle oscillation as a function of angle of attack during wing rock.

The reduced wing rock is attributed to the higher-than-predicted (less unstable) roll damping and increased aileron control power. Preflight predictions for roll rate in the 30° angle-of-attack region were 10 to 15 deg/sec. Actual roll rates were 40 deg/sec, supporting the belief that aileron effectiveness had been underpredicted. As a result, however, some of the FCS gains were inappropriate. The pilot-selectable gain feature of the FCS proved to be valuable in assessing what more appropriate gains might be. Analysis determined that roll-rate-to-aileron gain could be reduced to a maximum of 0.48 deg/(deg/sec) without significantly increasing wing rock. Lowering this gain resulted in approximately 20 percent faster-than-predicted roll rates.

Rudder power was predicted to begin decreasing at approximately 20° angle of attack. Testing showed that rudder power between 20° and 40° angle of attack was larger than predicted. Above 40° angle of attack, rudder effectiveness decreased to predicted values. In general, roll coordination was better than expected. Pilot comments were favorable relative to other aircraft. The airplane showed no differences between rolling left and rolling right. The better-than-predicted rudder effectiveness above 20° is believed responsible for the good lateral-directional characteristics above 20° angle of attack. As a result of the reduced magnitude of the wing rock and better-than-expected roll coordination, all axis maneuvering was performed through 45° angle of attack.

Aileron control power was greater than predicted for large aileron deflections, but the opposite was true for small deflections. During the aerodynamic update process, a breakpoint was added at 6° of deflection. This inclusion of a breakpoint had an interesting effect when linear analysis was conducted. If the linearization was performed over a small step size (for example, ±1°), the lesser effectiveness was used. In the case of the X-29A airplane at 30° angle of attack, using the small step size resulted in the open-loop poles being unstable. If the step size of the linearization for the aileron was increased so that the greater effectiveness was used (in this case, ±8°), the open-loop poles became stable. Figure 12 shows the pole locations. The linearization was performed using the updated aerodynamic data set.

Having an unstable system for small deflections and a stable system for large deflections leads to a bounded limit cycle. Small aileron deflections resulted in an unstable dutch roll mode, allowing wing rock to occur. During maneuvering, larger aileron deflections were applied, resulting in a stable dutch roll mode and eliminating the wing rock. This result is consistent with the pilots' comments that the wing rock and drop were unnoticeable while maneuvering.

This event illustrates the importance of obtaining accurate estimates of control effectiveness over reasonable control deflection ranges. For the X-29A airplane, the original aileron effectiveness was determined in the wind tunnel from ±10° deflections, resulting in predictions of larger effectiveness at lower deflections than existed. Caution must also be used when conducting linear analysis to ensure the step size of the linearization is appropriate.

Pitching Moment Characteristics

The pilots consistently found the pitch rate capability of the X-29A airplane inadequate. Figure 13 shows the predicted maximum noseup and nosedown pitch rates as a function of Mach number. Three low-speed points from these data were flown. Figure 14 shows the
comparison of the flight data with simulation predictions made using the baseline aerodynamic model. The close agreement between the data and the predictions leads to high confidence in the predicted maximum pitch rates for this angle-of-attack range. The pitch rates in figure 13 are highly dependent upon the stick inputs. For the simulation runs, two types of inputs were made: a full-aft stick step and a doublet. The doublet input consisted of full-aft stick followed by full-forward stick timed to try to force the control surfaces to maximum rates.

Figure 13 clearly shows that the X-29A aircraft would require rates approximately 50 percent higher to be comparable with the F-18 aircraft at low-speed conditions. Examination of peak actuator rates shown in figure 15 reveals that the X-29A airplane was using nearly all of its capability with the current gains. Increases in the canard actuator rates commensurate with the increases in pitch rate would be required to achieve higher pitch rates. Similar increases in the flap-eron and strake flaps might also be required, but these surfaces are less significant in the X-29A pitch response. In fact, flight experience has shown no degradation with the rate limiting.

Other flight data showed that the simulation was conservative and that the actuators showed higher rate capability than that modeled in the simulation. The FCS did not use software rate limiters. All control surfaces were allowed to move at the hardware rate limits. The asymmetric behavior of the strake rate is believed to be caused by hinge moments that opposed the noseup behavior and helped during the nosedown command.

The simulation showed that most of the actuator rate was used controlling the unstable airplane response (fig. 14). Close examination shows that for the full-aft stick input, the initial response is trailing-edge-down for the canard and trailing-edge-up for the flap-eron and strake flap. As is typical for an unstable pitch response, the surfaces then move quickly in the opposite direction to unload and control the unstable response. This subsequent movement is typically much larger than the initial motion and more demanding of the actuator rates, especially at low dynamic pressure where large control surface motion is required.

Figure 16 shows the lower-than-predicted pitch control capability as the difference between the solid lines and flight data points. As a result of the lower-than-predicted pitching moment coefficient, \( C_{m,n} \), nosedown capability was carefully monitored during the expansion and was the first item checked at each new flight condition. Minimum nosedown aerodynamic pitching moment for the X-29A airplane was predicted to be nearly twice that recommended for a class IV fighter.\(^{26}\) The actual nosedown capability was only slightly better than the guideline.

Despite this, the X-29A airplane experienced nose-down recovery hangup because of inertial coupling from yaw asymmetries. During several recoveries, pitch rate was momentarily reduced to 0 deg/sec. Based on the data available where all three pitch surfaces were saturated and the aircraft continued to pitch down, it is believed that the aircraft achieved neutral or slightly positive static stability at high angles of attack. Angle-of-attack expansion, however, was limited above 60° because of the limited nosedown moment capability. Also, above 50° angle of attack, more stringent center-of-gravity limits were imposed. Despite these restrictions, pitch pointing was demonstrated to 67° angle of attack.

One problem encountered during envelope expansion was limited pitch authority at 25° angle of attack during 160- and 200-kn entries. The original FCS design allowed the pilot to command 5.4-g increments at high speed and 1.0-g increments at low speed. To counter the limited pitch authority problem, the incremental \( g \) was increased to 7.0 \( g \) at high speed and 2.0 \( g \) at low speed. These increases greatly improved the situation, but the pilot still had insufficient control authority at high-speed, high-angle-of-attack points above 200 kn. Another gain change would have been difficult because such a change would affect the pitch sensitivity. The X-29A pilots noted that, during 1-g flight at angles of attack of 35° and 40°, an increased sensitivity of the longitudinal control was evident, but compensation for this sensitivity was easily accomplished. Table 3 provides stick displacement and force data.

### Yaw Asymmetries

Preflight predictions anticipated a slow yaw divergence at approximately 60° angle of attack. In flight, the characteristics were quite good up to 40° angle of attack. Above 40°, however, several asymmetries were noticed. Starting at approximately 43° angle of attack, a nose-right asymmetry (\( C_{\eta_{\alpha}} = 0.02 \)) developed. This asymmetry could be countered by applying the stick and rudder in advance of the yaw. At 47° angle of attack, a left yaw developed of the same magnitude as
the yaw to the right. The left yaw could not be completely halted with stick and rudder application, but sufficient pitch and roll control was maintained.

Above 50° angle of attack, the direction of the asymmetry was difficult to determine. Rudder control power was essentially nonexistent above 45° angle of attack. Aileron control power above 40° angle of attack was positive but weak. The aircraft exhibited a graceful degradation of controllability. The pilots were easily able to recognize this degradation and compensate for it by simply pushing forward on the stick to decrease the angle of attack. This characteristic allowed guest pilots to fly the aircraft to the limits of the cleared envelope on their first flight after a limited amount of simulation time.

**Flying Qualities Research**

Every control system designer faces the challenge of providing sufficient control without compromising basic system stability. Using aerodynamic models developed through extensive wind-tunnel testing, an acceptable FCS was developed for the X-29A airplane. However, differences between the aerodynamic predictions and the airplane's flight characteristics allowed for significant improvement in maneuverability without compromising stability margins. The objective of the handling qualities research was to examine the tradeoff between maneuverability and controllability in the high-angle-of-attack control laws of the X-29A airplane.

Early results from the envelope expansion phase showed room for improvement in the 15° to 30° angle-of-attack region. The improvements were made using the pilot-selectable gain capability. This test mode allowed back-to-back comparisons among several FCS gain configurations that often showed subtle differences in flight characteristics. Appendix A shows the linearized aerodynamic and FCS characteristics for 15°, 25°, and 30° angles of attack at 200 kn. Appendix B is a summary of pilot comments.

Both qualitative and quantitative maneuvers were used. Qualitative maneuvers consisted of basic fighter maneuvers (BFMs) and were used to determine which set of gains were preferred by the pilots. The BFMs were viewed as more representative of the way the aircraft might be flown in an air combat engagement. The quantitative maneuvers were used to identify response characteristic trends between the different gain combinations. The gains varied were the roll command and the ARI gains. Figure 17 highlights these gains. The gains were varied as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Roll command gain, percent</th>
<th>Aileron-to-rudder gain, percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Three BFM conditions were tested. The BFMs included one-circle fight, rolling scissors, and lateral gross acquisition maneuvers. These maneuvers have previously been explained in detail. The quantitative maneuver was a 180° bank angle capture starting at a 90° bank angle and rolling over the top. This maneuver was selected because earlier work determined that maximum roll rates would be reached during a roll through 180° of bank angle.

The earlier work also provided information on agility, defined here as the time to roll through 45° and 90°, and on time to roll and capture 180°. A matrix of airspeeds (160, 200, and 250 kn) and angles of attack (1 g; 15°, 25°, and 30°) was used for the quantitative maneuvers (table 4). Because of limited flight time, only the 200-kn column and 25° angle-of-attack row of the matrix were successfully completed. Two maneuvers per gain setting at each condition were selected for analyses. Each maneuver had to satisfy angle-of-attack, airspeed, and altitude limits in order for it to be used. The requirements were relaxed for the 250-kn points because at high angles of attack, airspeed could not be maintained during the roll.

The pilots were expected to prefer the gain set with the highest roll command, group C. In figure 18, the quantitative data show group-C gains had slightly higher stability axis roll rates than group-B gains had, as expected. Figure 19 shows group-C gains also had correspondingly higher body axis yaw rates than were seen using group B-gains. To determine if the amount of body axis yaw rate generated to coordinate the rolls for group C was excessive, the amount of body axis yaw rate required to coordinate the stability axis roll rate in figure 18 is plotted in figure 19.

For groups B and C, the amount of yaw rate was adequate to provide the required coordination.
Coordination was examined in detail because it was believed that coordination would have a significant impact on the pilots' comments. Emphasis was placed on groups B and C because the roll rate capability of group A was recognized as inadequate for the task. The roll command gain was too low.

Figure 20 shows a typical 180° bank angle capture. This particular maneuver used group-B gains. At approximately 2 sec, the pilot commanded full-right stick to roll to the opposite 90°. As the aileron responded, roll rate and sideslip began to build to positive values. Roll rate built to approximately 30 deg/sec before the angle of sideslip reached a positive value. Once sideslip became positive at approximately 2.5 sec, roll rate began to decrease. In this case, sideslip built to approximately 2.0° as roll rate decreased to approximately 15 deg/sec.

This reduction in roll rate is caused by the adverse sideslip and the large positive dihedral. Adverse sideslip is defined as sideslip where roll rate and sideslip have the same signs. Rolling with adverse sideslip tends to reduce angle of attack. As roll rate decreases, sideslip decreases and eventually becomes negative, resulting in positive sideslip accelerating the roll to almost 50 deg/sec. During this period, the pilot maintained full-lateral stick.

The trends discussed in regard to figure 20 are the same for group-B and group-C maneuvers. Using group-C gains, slightly larger sideslips developed than had with group-B gains (fig. 21). In 1-g maneuvering above 30° angle of attack, roll hesitation and some reversals were encountered when using roll command gains higher than baseline gains. As airspeed increased, the hesitation and reversals subsided. The hesitation and reversals were caused by rudder position-limiting permitting adverse sideslip to build.

Figure 21 shows sideslip as a function of angle of attack for rolls at various angles of attack. These data were tabulated as though the roll were to the left, when in actuality data from both left and right rolls were used. Even though rudder effectiveness was higher than expected, it was insufficient to generate the required yawing moment to coordinate the rolls at high angles of attack and roll rates (fig. 22). The rudder reaches its position limit at 25° angle of attack for group-C gains and at 30° angle of attack for group-B gains. The rudder does not reach its position limit for the baseline gains.

Because the rudder was consistently position-limiting for group-C gains, an attempt was made to determine what effect this position-limiting might have on the sideslip buildup. For this investigation, position-limiting of the ailerons was also considered. Figure 23 presents maximum absolute value for the aileron positions at the 200-kn test points. All of the instances of position-limiting occurred during the capture part of the maneuver.

Figure 24 shows a time history for group C at a 200-kn, 25° angle of attack where both rudder and aileron position-limiting occurred. The rudder position-limited for approximately 0.4 sec during the roll initiation when an attempt to generate coordinating yaw rate was made. Sideslip reached only 2° adverse during this portion of the maneuver. This magnitude is the same magnitude of sideslip that developed during the group-B maneuver at 30° angle of attack (fig. 20). In that case, the rudder position-limited for 0.2 sec during the roll initiation. Interestingly, the rate of change of sideslip is greater for the group-B gains than for group-C gains.

As figure 24 shows, the largest sideslip excursions occurred when the ailerons and rudder were position-limited. This condition only occurred when the pilot attempted to stop the roll rate and capture position. A significant increase in the rate of sideslip change does not occur because the surfaces reached their position limits. Therefore, it was concluded that position-limiting did not significantly detract from aircraft coordination.

The reason a significant change in sideslip did not result is that both the rudder and aileron position-limited. At the beginning of the maneuver (approximately 4.5 sec) only the rudder position-limited. The change of sideslip rate changed sign, although sideslip did not reach a large value. This change of sign indicates the need to limit roll capability when the rudder position-limits in order to maintain roll coordination.

Rate limiting was also investigated as a potential cause of coordination problems. In all cases examined, only a very small percentage exhibited rate limiting. When rate limiting did occur, it did not last longer than 0.2 sec. Therefore, it was concluded that rate limiting had no effect on aircraft coordination during these maneuvers.

To determine the preferred combination of gains, pilot comments were studied. Comments were recorded during flights, postflight debriefings, and discussions with the pilots after testing was concluded. Appendix B contains a compilation of pilot comments. Emphasis was placed on their comments regarding the BFM's (not the 180° bank angle captures) because it was believed that these tasks represented more realistic maneuvering of the aircraft.
Based on comments recorded during the flights and postflight debriefings, no clear preference existed between the two highest roll command gains, groups B and C. A desire for even higher roll rates, however, was expressed. Independent interviews with the project pilots after test phase completion revealed the pilots' preference for group-B gains (the next-to-highest roll command gain). The consensus seemed to be that groups B and C exhibited the same amount of roll rate but that group C had a noticeable amount of yaw rate making it less desirable. Note that the majority of the rolling during the BFMs occurred between 160 and 180 kn and at 25° angle of attack. Some rolls were initiated above 200 kn, but as angle of attack was maintained, the airspeed bled down to below 200 kn. One interesting trend was noticed in the BFMs. Of the rolls performed at airspeeds in excess of 200 kn, the majority were for group-C gains.

The problem for the control system designer is that the pilots preferred additional roll capability but objected to the amount of yaw rate present with the group-C gains. To provide roll rates higher than those group C provided, greater yaw rates would be required to coordinate the aircraft. The high yaw rates were precisely what was disliked about group-C gains. In response to pilot comments about the yaw rate associated with group-C gains, an investigation of lateral acceleration at the cockpit station was made.

The comments regarding yaw rate were believed to actually be complaints regarding the lateral acceleration at the cockpit station. Because lateral acceleration could not be measured at the cockpit station, the measured acceleration near the aircraft center of gravity was used and corrected to the pilot station. The noise level of the pitch, roll, and yaw accelerometers was too high in the angle-of-attack range of interest, so the rate sensor information was differentiated to compute accelerations. These signals were also noisy and thus were heavily filtered. The filtering allowed for peaks and trends to be more easily identified; however, it corrupted the data to the extent that quantitative assessment of the acceleration was not possible. All signals were filtered in the same way to avoid time skews. These data should only be used to identify trends.

Figure 25 shows an example of the filtering effects. The top trace represents cockpit acceleration with limited filtering. The bottom trace is the same data after additional filters were applied. Note the reduction in magnitude. The bottom trace was used to identify the trends in these data.

The lateral acceleration analysis was conducted by computing the lateral acceleration at the pilot station and the individual components of that acceleration. Peak accelerations were examined for the entire maneuver and for just the roll initiation. Figure 26 shows the data for the 200-kn points at roll initiation. From these data, no clear trend with gain set is evident.

Figure 27 shows the peak lateral acceleration at the cockpit for the 200-kn maneuvers. Below 25° angle of attack, no consistent trend was evident. At 30° angle of attack, however, a clear trend between the groups was apparent. In general, these peaks in lateral acceleration occurred during the capture task. Without more evidence of lateral accelerations consistently larger with group-C gains than with group-B or baseline gains, it was concluded that the pilots were not confusing lateral acceleration with yaw rate cues.

During the guest pilot portion of the program, a pilot with considerable high-angle-of-attack experience had the opportunity to fly group-B and group-C gains. The resulting comments were consistent with engineering expectations. Specifically, the pilot commented that group C provided greater roll rates and the levels of yaw rate were not discomforting. During the earlier high-angle-of-attack program, the pilot had the opportunity to regularly experience high levels of yaw rate. A certain amount of “conditioning” is believed to be required before a pilot becomes comfortable with these, and higher, yaw rates. Experience during this earlier high-angle-of-attack program supports this belief.30,31 Pilots with experience flying maneuvers at high angles of attack that generated large amounts of yaw rate had become conditioned to it. Guest pilots evaluating the system who were not accustomed to those levels of yaw rate were uncomfortable with the system.

The logical next step in this work will be to understand how to deal with the yaw rate during a tracking task. A metric for high-angle-of-attack flying qualities at 30° angle of attack has already been proposed32 and examined using the available X-29A data. The metric design criterion is based on the roll mode time constant and wind axis roll rate. The criterion was developed using piloted simulations with a perfectly coordinated (0° sideslip) control system. The task was to aggressively acquire the target aircraft within the allowed 65-mil lateral error with no overshoot and within the desired time. Ratings for the X-29A airplane were obtained from a lateral gross acquisition task modeled after this task. Because the X-29A airplane did not have a gun
sight, acquisition to a specific accuracy was not possible. The task for the X-29A airplane consisted of positioning a target F-18 aircraft 1000 ft above and 1500 ft ahead of the X-29A airplane at an altitude of 25,000 ft, traveling at 180 kn calibrated airspeed. The target aircraft then rolled 90° and pulled to 30° angle of attack when signaled by the X-29A pilot. Next, the X-29A pilot selected maximum power, pulled to 30° angle of attack, and rolled about the velocity vector to grossly acquire the target aircraft.

The X-29A airplane could not perfectly coordinate stability axis rolls. Figure 21 shows that sideslips were generally kept within a 5° band of 0°. Also, the roll mode time constant was plotted against stability axis roll rate instead of wind axis roll rate. The difference between the two rates is the contribution of sideslip. Because sideslips were small, the difference between the stability axis and wind axis rates lies within the accuracy of the measurement.

The roll mode time constant was estimated by fitting a first-order delay of the pilot lateral stick to the flight data. A pure time delay and a vertical offset were also included. The wing rock that was present made fitting stability axis roll rate difficult. The wing rock superimposed on the roll gave the impression of much faster time constants in most cases. To avoid this problem, body axis yaw rate was fit instead. Because the wing rock experienced by the X-29A airplane was almost pure body axis, the yaw rate did not have the problem with the wing rock that the stability axis roll rate did.

The only difference between a fit of body axis yaw rate and stability axis roll rate for this simple model was the gain. Therefore, the time constant, time delay, and offset could be obtained using body axis yaw rate. A simple gain change was all that would be required to then match stability axis roll rate. Note that this approach works because no delay in the yaw rate response exists. This lack of delay resulted from the interconnect. If a delay in the yaw rate response had occurred, then this approach would not have been appropriate. Therefore, the application of this analysis approach is limited.

Figure 28 shows results from this approach. This figure shows the match for body axis yaw and stability axis roll rates. Only the gain is changed between the two fits. This approach results in significantly slower roll mode time constants than have been previously published. This approach better represents the X-29A capability because it avoids the corruption of the roll rate by the wing rock.

Roll mode time constant data for the X-29A airplane were collected at 160 and 200 kn at 30° angle of attack from the 180° bank-angle captures. Figure 29 shows these data. These airspeeds represent the region of airspeeds flown during the BFM and lateral gross acquisition maneuvers and for which the ratings were obtained. The quantitative maneuvers were used to obtain time constants and roll rates because the BFM data did not support that kind of analysis. Conditions were matched as closely as possible between the maneuvers.

Figure 30 shows the group-B and -C regions and the proposed criterion boundaries. Both regions were given Cooper-Harper ratings of 4 or 5 and overall assessments between level 1 and level 2 by the pilots. Pilot comments such as “like lots of roll power,” “roll rate is fine,” “put stick in, comes across very carefree,” and “very impressed with roll rate,” imply that the proposed criterion is overly restrictive.

Structural Dynamics Interaction With the Flight Control System

At high angles of attack, vertical fin buffeting caused by forebody vortex interaction was encountered. The FCS was strongly affected through the excitation of several structural modes that were seen on the roll rate gyroscope signal. The buffet intensity was as high as 110 g peak-to-peak at the tip of the vertical fin. The buffet caused fatigue concerns for the vertical stabilizer.

The vertical fin vibration excited the roll rate gyroscope signal and, through high-gain feedback, caused the flaperon actuators to attempt to track this high-frequency signal. Flight tests showed an unexpected hydraulic system problem resulted from this flaperon command. During a 360° full-stick aileron roll, the left outboard flaperon hydraulic logic indicator showed a failure of the control logic for this actuator.

The most probable explanation for this failure is that a flow restriction existed in the hydraulic lines that drive the left outboard flap, and this restriction showed up when large, high-frequency demands were placed on the actuator. Postflight analysis also showed that the measured left outboard flap rates were approximately 7 to 8 deg/sec lower than rates for the right outboard flaperon. Because the roll rate gyroscope signal did not originally use any structural notch filters, the vertical fin first-bending (15.8 Hz), wing bending
antisymmetric (13.2 Hz), and fuselage lateral bending (11.1 Hz) structural modes showed up in the commands to the ailerons.

Figure 31 shows the response of the roll rate gyroscope signal. The figure shows that most of the vertical tail buffet is transferred to the roll rate gyroscope signal through the vertical fin first-bending mode. Analyses of the flight data showed that the g level increased proportionately with dynamic pressure. Notch filters and a software gain reduction on roll rate feedback were used as the long-term FCS solution to the problem. Before these changes, 50 percent of the maneuvers in the region where failures occurred indicated left outboard flap hydraulic logic failures. After the changes were made, these failure conditions rarely occurred, and entry conditions with buffet levels even more severe than previous ones were encountered without incident.

**SUMMARY OF RESULTS**

The X-29A forward-swept-wing aircraft was flight tested at high angles of attack at the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center. A classic control law design utilizing a combination of pitch rate and angle of attack for longitudinal control was developed. The lateral and directional axes were changed significantly from the low-angle-of-attack flight control system. A pilot-selectable gain was included in the design which was utilized in flying qualities assessment and control law gain changes at high angles of attack.

Preflight predictions were that wing rock would limit the useful angle-of-attack range to 35°. The actual wing rock magnitude was less than one-half of what was predicted, and that amount was attenuated whenever sideslip was present. This actuality allowed the roll-rate-to-aileron gain to be reduced to one-fourth of the value suggested from the preflight data and subscale model tests. The cleared envelope was extended to 67° angle of attack at 1 g and Mach 0.75 at low angle of attack. All axis maneuvering was cleared to 45° angle of attack at 1 g. The reduced wing rock was believed to have resulted from higher roll damping and increased aileron control power for large aileron deflections.

Roll coordination was better than expected, and rudder effectiveness was higher than predicted, between 20° and 40° angle of attack. Aileron power was larger than predicted for deflections greater than 6° but smaller than predicted for deflections less than 6°. Because of the difference in effectiveness, a bounded limit cycle existed. Yaw asymmetries developed above 40° angle of attack. Diminished aileron and rudder power was not sufficient to overpower these asymmetries.

Predictions of noseup and nosedown pitch capabilities matched flight results up through 40° angle of attack. Differences in noseup pitching moment above 40° angle of attack required more canard deflection than predicted. Large yaw asymmetries led to several pitch hangups during maneuvers above 50° angle of attack at aft center-of-gravity conditions even though the X-29A airplane met recommended nosedown control power guidelines. Canard position limits prevented simple modifications to provide additional nosedown authority. The X-29A noseup and nosedown maximum pitch rates were limited by the high level of static instability and control surface rate limits. At low airspeeds, new actuators with a minimum of a 50-percent higher rate would have been required to achieve rates comparable to those of the F-18 airplane.

Wind-tunnel and drop-model predictions of a poor high-angle-of-attack aircraft were not validated by the flight test program. Flight test showed the X-29A airplane to be a good aircraft up to 40° angle of attack. The X-29A airplane has provided the background for fine-tuning our ground-based predictive techniques for high-angle-of-attack aircraft.

The instability did not prevent the aircraft from operating at high angles of attack, but it did limit performance. Because the aircraft did not become as statically stable as predicted at higher angles of attack, the pitch authority was required to control the instability rather than improve pitch performance. The full-span flaperons provided good roll control. Roll control was not compromised by the fact that the wing did not use leading-edge devices.

The pilot-selectable gain system was used extensively to examine tradeoffs in airplane stability and maneuverability. Basic fighter maneuvers were flown to provide qualitative evaluation. Bank angle captures of 180° were flown between 160 and 200 kn and 1 g through 30° angle of attack for quantitative data analysis. Roll and yaw gains were increased to improve roll performance. A gain increase that used the maximum rudder authority produced the best pilot comments. Further increasing the gain produced rudder saturation that degraded the turn coordination. This configuration was not preferred by the pilots, even though it had more roll performance.
Limited pilot ratings from the basic fighter maneuvers were used to evaluate the proposed $30^\circ$ angle-of-attack criterion. Roll mode time constant was estimated by fitting a first-order system to time histories of the stability axis roll rate. The proposed criterion does not predict the X-29A ratings adequately.

Dryden Flight Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
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Figure A-1 shows the linear matrices. The linear matrices were obtained from the updated aerodynamic data set for control surface step sizes of 8°.

The following are constant data for the linear models:

\[
\begin{align*}
S &= 185.0000 \\
b &= 27.2000 \\
c &= 7.2160 \\
\text{Empty wt} &= 14524.0000 \\
\text{Fuel wt} &= 1052.0000 \\
\text{Total wt} &= 15576.0000 \\
I_{xx} &= 4547.0608 \\
I_{yy} &= 51887.9466 \\
I_{zz} &= 57063.4365 \\
l_{xz} &= 2558.9667 \\
\text{XCG} &= 450.70 \\
\text{YCG} &= 0.00 \\
\text{ZCG} &= 64.62
\end{align*}
\]

Figures A-2 and A-3 show the block diagrams for the longitudinal and lateral-directional control systems. Table A-1 provides the transfer functions for the block diagrams given in figures A-2 and A-3.

The following are lateral-directional gains as a function of angle of attack. Refer to figure 5 for definitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gain</th>
<th>(15^\circ)</th>
<th>(25^\circ)</th>
<th>(30^\circ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(K_2)</td>
<td>-1.79924</td>
<td>-3.67639</td>
<td>-4.62445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_{17})</td>
<td>0.758387</td>
<td>0.845741</td>
<td>0.889859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_{27})</td>
<td>-0.0357338</td>
<td>-0.0510411</td>
<td>-0.0587721</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX B

PILOT COMMENTS

These pilot comments were recorded during the flight or in the postflight debriefing. Speeds are given in knots calibrated airspeed. Where a word or words were undecipherable, [???] has been used.

Flight 82, Pilot B

One-circle fight with an F-18 airplane at 25,000 ft, 250 kn, group B—Stick aft stop. The F-18 started on an advantage; started 1000 ft behind. Started there, kept the advantage, and did not increase it. Does roll better.

One-circle fight with an F-18 airplane at 25,000 ft, 250 kn, group C—Group B has much better rolling. Rolling compensated for the lack of nose authority. Roll felt better at group B.

General comments during return to base—Like group B; lot of roll power. Still stick-limited. The angle of attack got high. Group C, not too easy to see much difference. Group B, quality better. Get up against aft stick stop with other two [with baseline and group C].

Flight 90, Pilot B

90/90 roll capture at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 30° angle of attack, group B; 0/60/0 rolls at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 15° angle of attack, group C; One-circle fight at 25,000 ft, 250 kn, 15° angle of attack, group B—Group C is not as good as group B at 30° angle of attack [BFM]. The X-29A roll rate gave it lateral agility advantage over the F-18; took advantage of this by keeping aircraft loaded up during BFM. Roll capture tasks are difficult with the higher roll rates [especially 0 to 90]. Overshoots were common; anticipation is required. Stick was sensitive. Looking in cockpit [Attitude Direction Indicator] rather than outside to capture bank was unnatural. Bank angle is difficult to define at high angles of attack. This is a poor closed-loop task. Little correlation between roll capture task [roll rate too high] and BFM [roll capability good].

Flight 91, Pilot A

90/90 roll capture at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 30° angle of attack, group B; 90/0 roll capture at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 25° angle of attack, group C; 360 roll transient at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 30° angle of attack, group B

Group B—Slight roll hesitation during roll. Not a ratchet. Lateral acceleration felt good. Roll rate may be too high for this task. Aircraft is less powered than simulation [???] more airspeed in flight.

Group C—Quite a ride. Stick is very sensitive around neutral and requires lots of anticipation. Holding angle of attack and capturing roll angle is very difficult.

One-circle fight with an F-18 airplane at 25,000 ft, 250 kn, group B—At one time, would have liked more pitch authority at a 30° angle of attack to pull it around [30° angle of attack limit]. Noticed an improved roll rate when rolling over top. Rolled over top to get into trail gun position.

Flights 94 and 95, Pilot C

90/90 roll captures at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 1 g, 15° angle of attack, groups A, B, and C—Triied to do them as quickly as possible; needed to lead arrestment. Impressive roll rates. Noticeable unload at 15° angle-of-attack rolls. No noticeable lateral accelerations. Did not notice difference between groups B and C but was having trouble with the task.

Lateral gross acquisition at 25,000 ft, 180 kn, 30° angle of attacks, groups A, B, and C—Poor pitch acceleration; sluggish. Versus an F-18 is good. Pitch acceleration is what pilot goes for. Pitch stick force and displacement are too large. Roll differences between groups A and B. Group B roll acceleration is surprising—one try, target right there after I rolled. Group B at a 30° angle of attack—noticed roll ratcheting. Sometimes the target didn't keep the X-29A at 8 or 4 o'clock. Timing has to be worked out with target.
Flight 96, Pilot A

90/90 roll capture at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 1 g, 15°, 25°, and 30° angle of attack, group B

1 g—Roll rate onset and maximum roll rate are very nice. Gross acquisition—may be interesting to look at coupling.

15° angle of attack—For maneuvering, not good for capture task.

25°, 30° angle of attack—Roll rate slower, still adequate for maneuvering. Good for capture task.

25° angle of attack—Roll rate onset and maximum roll rate are very nice. Gross acquisition—may be interesting to look at coupling.

15° angle of attack—For maneuvering, not good for capture task.

25°, 30° angle of attack—Roll rate slower, still adequate for maneuvering. Good for capture task.

Cooper-Harper Ratings—1 g: 4-5; 15° angle of attack: 5; 25° angle of attack: 3; 30° angle of attack: couldn’t get first try, second try overshot 30, couldn’t get 90° roll angle at start.

General Comments—Faster roll rate onset the better. I question the applicability of this task as a measure of roll agility. For repeatability, the test requires full lateral stick; however, I would ease off stick when acquiring target.

Flight 98, Pilot C

Lateral gross acquisition at 25,000 ft, 180 kn, 30° angle of attack, group A—Can do the final job of acquiring the target but can not get around the corner.

Cooper-Harper rating: 7. Inadequate roll rate. Time delay is too large. Group A roll rate onset is nowhere near fast enough.

Flight 101, Pilot B

90/90 roll captures at 20,000 ft, 200 kn: 1 g, groups B and C; 15° angle of attack, groups B and C; 25° angle of attack, group B; 30° angle of attack, group A

Group B—Smother; good for captures. Not enough roll acceleration.

Group C—Faster; more acceleration. Pretty controllable. Pilots will back off on stick for their own capture criteria or for their own use. Pilots like faster roll acceleration. For capture start with full stick, back off and then reverse to stop roll is optimum. Like group C for the air-to-air, outer-loop task. First attempt, saw ratcheting in roll. Second attempt, didn’t see it.

Flight 103, Pilot B

90/90 roll captures at 20,000 ft: 160 kn, 25° angle of attack, group A; 250 kn, 25° angle of attack, groups A, B and C; 200 kn, 30° angle of attack, group C

Roll rates with groups C and B are higher and preferred over group A, with group C maybe slightly higher. Group B is preferred for roll capture task over group C because group C has too much lateral-directional problems [less roll coupling]. At 250 kn, 25° angle of attack, group C rolls faster.

Flight 104, Pilot C

90/90 roll captures at 20,000 ft, 160 kn, 1 g and 25° angle of attack, groups A, B, C—Didn’t notice a lot of difference in coordination between groups B and C at high angle of attack. At 1 g, group B is much better than group C. Group C, especially at lower, slower speeds, feel a hitch in lateral acceleration that is unexpected [forces pilot to instinctively back off on lateral stick]. Group B is smooth everywhere. Preferred groups B and C roll rate over group A. Lateral acceleration is not large enough to cause problem (group B over group C for BFM), but is large enough to tell aircraft is not responding to commands.

Lateral gross acquisition at 25,000 ft, 180 kn, 30° angle of attack, groups B and C.

Group C—No remarkable difference, but task is so inconsistent I would rather not draw any valid conclusions. Done when chase was under the nose. Got 3/4 of it done and he [the F-18 pilot] went under the nose. Good roll rate; little overshoot. A roll hesitation or lurch when rolling through wings level causes hesitation in lateral stick.

Group B—Roll rate okay. Blind [chase under the nose]. Got buried under nose. Liked roll rate.

General Comments—Would have liked higher roll acceleration [lower time constant] even with groups B and C. Slow roll acceleration was not noticed in roll captures. [Seemed like pilot wanted more roll capability in group C.] Difficulty in setting up—initial conditions difficult. Timing has to be right [think pilot was rolling too soon]. Target is below nose at 90° roll angle. Would like more pitch rate and pitch acceleration during pull to a 30° angle of attack. Giving a rating is not easy because of the difficulty in setup and pitch.
Flight 108, Pilot C

Rolling scissors with an F-18 opponent at 25,000 ft, Mach 0.6, group B—Liked roll rate—no need to go faster. No cues on stick for angle of attack—little disturbing. Pulled aft and got angle-of-attack overshoot. Looked down at needles to see what angle of attack was and felt yaw accelerate at same time. Got the advantage initially. Forced to respect angle-of-attack buildup and be tentative with maneuvering. I suggest starting at 200 rather than 250 kn to allow more maneuvering evaluation at high angle of attack. Like the roll rate. Little advantage initially, then F-18 had advantage so I pulled higher. No angle-of-attack cues on stick; this is distracting. Roll rate is fine.

Flight 110, Guest Pilot A

I-g orientation at 20,000 ft; 25°, 35°, and 45° angle of attack; group A—25° angle of attack rolls well with coordinating rudder. Angle of attack is easier to control than simulation. 35° angle of attack—roll rate no good—small.

360° roll at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 25° angle of attack, group A—Not impressed.

360° roll at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 35° angle of attack, group B and group C—No comments.

90/90 captures at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 25° angle of attack, group C—Rolled better than group B—had to compensate when rolling out.

90/90 capture at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 30° angle of attack, group B—Rolled better and is easier to stop. Flat scissors at 25,000 ft, Mach 0.6—No comments.

Flight 111, Pilot C

Rolling scissors with an F-18 opponent at 25,000 ft, Mach 0.6: 29° maximum angle of attack, group B; 40° maximum angle of attack, group B; 44° maximum angle of attack, group B; 38° maximum angle of attack, group C; 31° maximum angle of attack, group C; 33° maximum angle of attack, group A

Groups C and B—No difference in roll rates; adequate rates. No coordination problems. Sink like a brick during rolls. [After stick to 30°–35° angle of attack where pilot wants to maneuver, but angle of attack increases to 50°.] No cues for angle-of-attack buildup such as buffet, increase, lateral acceleration, or stick force or position. [Forces pilot to be reluctant, hesitant in maneuvering.] Not a carefree airplane. F-18 can maneuver with head out cockpit; X-29A can't.

Group A—Much more sluggish. Overall Cooper-Harper rating for rolling scissors task: 3 roll; 5 overall. Rolling scissors experiment should force both aircraft to high angles of attack. Sufficient roll rate and that initial advantage could be gained over F-18. However, as the engagement continued, the superior specific excess power of the F-18 allowed it to return to a neutral situation.

Flight 112, Guest Pilot B

Above 250 kn—Nice flying, responsive flying qualities.

Orientation at 20,000 ft, 1 g; 15°, 25°, and 50° angle of attack—Buffet at 20° angle of attack; wing rock above 25°–30° angle of attack. Got used to wing rock and high angle of attack. Felt very comfortable at 50° angle of attack first time there. At 30°–35° angle of attack, mild wing rock and cockpit noise.

360° roll at 20,000 ft, 1 g, 25° angle of attack group A and group B. Orientation at 20,000 ft, 35° angle of attack, group B—Used some rudder with group B, did not notice difference in roll rate. Roll rate and precision were fine. Velocity vector roll disorienting—difficult to know when to stop. Group A—slow roll rates even more noticeable at high angle of attack. Angle of attack control very easy, easier than simulation.

Rolling scissors with an F-18 opponent at 20,000 ft, Mach 0.6: 52° maximum angle of attack, group B; 44° maximum angle of attack, group B; 43° maximum angle of attack, group C; 49° maximum angle of attack, group A

Group B—Nice handling. Enjoyed it; easy and comfortable to fly. The BFM was really fun, able to use X-29A's high-angle-of-attack capability to get in F-18's rear hemisphere. Able to gain 3/9 [3 and 9 o'clock positions] every time by aggressively losing speed and spitting F-18 out in front. Aircraft did what I wanted. When reaching 52° angle of attack, felt no yaw rate or acceleration cues. Lack of continued pitch rate...
with aft stick and ground angle-of-attack call alerted me to angle of attack; would not have recovered otherwise. Did not hear angle-of-attack warning tone. Did not notice difference between groups B and C. Did not notice difference between groups B and C and group A unless at full-lateral stick. Did not notice wing rock or buffet during rolling scissors. Never let off on aft stick—wanted to bleed off more speed.

90/90 roll captures at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 25° angle of attack, group B—Rolled quickly—good roll rate. Was aggressive in getting there quickly [???] to overshooting of opposite 90. Did not notice side force.

Flight 115, Pilot A

Raps and pulses at 20,000 ft, 1 g, 50° angle of attack, group B—Above 50° angle of attack, aircraft yawed off; full-right rudder did not stop it. Came back off angle of attack and yaw came under control. Yaw off at 50° angle of attack seemed slower than at 45° angle of attack.

Rolling scissors with an F-18 opponent at 25,000 ft, 215–250 kn: 47° maximum angle of attack, group B; 45° maximum angle of attack, group C; 44° maximum angle of attack, group B; 45° maximum angle of attack, group C; 42° maximum angle of attack, group C—Didn’t feel yaw rate. Aircraft felt real stable. Pitch needs more. Roll is adequate; used full stick. Would like more stick. Ability to keep aircraft loaded and roll is a significant advantage in close-in, tight fight. End game was that X-29A was in a more favorable position than the F-18 airplane. Initial move gave X-29A the advantage. Would like more pitch authority for angle of attack. Change to point and shoot (angle of attack > 40°–45°). Authority is there but not utilized because of angle of attack limits. [Pilot received angle-of-attack calls at 30° and 40°.]

Group B—Used full-lateral stick on a routine basis. Gives good roll rates, but more would be better since full stick was used routinely. Roll rates are good, acceptable, but would like more. More would be nice. Airplane felt real stable. Initial move puts [???] nicely behind. Like to have more pitch authority. Good roll authority but using full stick. Would like the high rates without using full stick [lateral].

Group C—No difference with group B. Felt yaw rate more. Felt rates more at lower angles of attack. With group C, more aware during initial move of the yawing motion of the airplane. Let him [F-18 pilot] get away, then the F-18 got the advantage (pitch-pointing authority). More aware of yaw during the initial inputs. Need more pitch authority at low speeds. Didn’t feel yaw rate. It [the X-29A airplane] loaded in roll, put in front of the F-18. The F-18 could compensate. Need a little more pitch authority. Only momentary advantages. Really like the feedback forces, unlike the F-18, but not aware of the angle of attack. Very impressed with the roll rate. Put stick in; comes across very carefree. Flew the maneuver with head out of the cockpit. Ginned with angle of attack. Liked the roll rates.

Groups B and C—Initial roll rate onset is acceptable. Don’t notice wing rock during the BFM. Tactically, wouldn’t mind pitching X-29A up to a 70° angle of attack for a snapshot.

Flight 116, Guest Pilot C

Pilot orientation at 20,000 ft, 1 g; 15°, 35°, and 50° angle of attack—Angle-of-attack control was precise. Aircraft was easier to fly than simulation. Stick forces were lighter and stick displacements were smaller than F-18. [Would have overcontrolled the aircraft in pitch if pilot did not simulate beforehand.] Saw no tendency for the aircraft to yaw off at 50° angle of attack. Controllability and precision are good—close to the F-18 HARV.

Lateral—directional raps and doublets at 20,000 ft, 1 g, 50° angle of attack—Little aircraft response. Trouble getting sideslip—only difficult maneuver. Clearly better for precision maneuvers than the F-18—no excursion in the parameters.

360° roll at 20,000 ft, 1 g, 35° angle of attack, group B—Rolls significantly better than an augmented F-18 (higher roll rate and precision). Was impressed. Looks like the F-18 HARV.

360° roll at 20,000 ft, 1 g, 35° AOA, group C—Slightly higher roll rate, although difficult to tell the difference with group B. Controllable. Used heading change to tell when 360° rolls were complete.

90/90 roll capture at 20,000 ft, 200 kn, 25° angle of attack, group B—Very happy with the aircraft. Precise control; very smooth flying.

Rolling scissors with an F-18 opponent at 25,000 ft, 215–250 kn: 35° maximum angle of attack, group B; 33° maximum angle of attack, group C; 55° maximum angle of attack, group C—Very impressed. Very pleased with the loaded roll rates. Liked the light stick forces; allows carefree maneuvering. Would have
liked angle-of-attack feedback. [There were none which caused pilot to be tentative with maneuvering. The pilot didn’t feel like all the angle-of-attack capability that was there was used.] Would have liked more angle-of-attack capability and more pitch-pointing capability [pitch rate and acceleration] at all angles of attack. The X-29A beats the F-18 in roll; the F-18 beats the X-29A in pitch. Higher angle of attack would have allowed me to take advantage of a snapshot opportunity [greater than 45–50° angle of attack]. [The BFM experiment was good because the pilot stayed at a moderate angle of attack to roll. This allowed the BFM to stay a true rolling scissors and allowed the pilot to see the benefits of higher roll performance at a higher angle of attack.] Didn’t notice wing rock during the BFM. Would like to see the X-29A with the F-18 HARV as the opponent—a good experiment because the X-29A would enjoy a specific energy advantage, but maneuvering disadvantage at a high angle of attack. Significantly better at these angles of attack than the F-18. There was no way the F-18 was going to get an advantage in these engagements.

Flight 117, Pilot B

360° roll at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 45° angle of attack, group B—Aircraft attitude and motion are very unique. It was strange being able to rotate the aircraft at a 45° angle of attack through 360°—mostly heading change.

Flight 118, Pilot A

0/60/0 maneuver at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 40° angle of attack, group C—Simulator predicted aircraft characteristics well. Good that we didn’t fly 360s here.

Flight 119, Pilot B

Formation flying (fingertip and close trail) with an F-18 airplane at 10,000 to 20,000 ft, Mach 0.6 to 0.8.

Group B—A little jerky, but may be pilot gain. Group B increase over group A was not noticed here. Not very sensitive. Satisfactory; no deficiencies. Cooper-Harper rating: 3.

Group C—Does not appear to be any deficiencies. Group B a little smoother than group C; less stick input and take out with group B. More “hunting” with group C; more stick activity. Group B really seems to be the superior control law.

Group A—Can’t compare—done at low altitude with turbulence present.

General comments—Not a big difference between groups A, B, and C. No pilot-induced oscillation tendencies. Negative proof—maximum roll rate afforded by gain change. Does not hurt during this task.

Flight 120, Pilot C

360° roll at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 40° angle of attack, group B—Felt the roll rate accelerating, came off full lateral stick. Roll winds up, especially the last 180°. Neutral stick on recovery—roll did not want to stop at first.

0/60/0 maneuver at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 45° angle of attack, group B—Came off with stick to recover; momentarily rolled more to right, even with left stick. [First time that the pilot felt the aircraft did not respond to commands.]

360° roll at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 30° angle of attack, group B—Nominal.

360° roll at 25,000 ft, 1 g, 35° angle of attack, group B—Felt a little like higher angles of attack at end; landed.
NOMENCLATURE

Abbreviations and Acronyms

ACC automatic camber control
ARI aileron-to-rudder interconnect
BFM basic fighter maneuver
FCS flight control system
FS fuselage station
ITB integrated test block
NACA National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
pEst parameter estimation program

Symbols

b wing span, ft
BMAX rudder pedal command gain, deg/percent
c chord, ft
\( C_m \) pitching moment coefficient
\( C_{n_o} \) yawing moment coefficient at zero sideslip
GF1 symmetric flap gain, deg/deg
GMAX pitch stick command gain, g/percent
GSI strake flap gain, deg/deg
GYCWSH rudder pedal-to-aileron washout filter time constant, sec
\( G_{jim} \) pitch stick limit gain, rad/sec
\( G_{p_z} \) normal acceleration gain, (rad/sec)/g
\( G_q \) pitch rate gain, (deg/sec)/(deg/sec)
\( G_{q} \) pitch acceleration gain, (deg/sec)/(deg/sec)
\( I_{xx} \) moment of inertia about the x-axis, slug-ft^2
\( I_{xz} \) cross product of inertia, slug-ft^2
\( I_{yy} \) moment of inertia about the y-axis, slug-ft^2
\( I_{zz} \) moment of inertia about the z-axis, slug-ft^2
K2 roll-rate-to-aileron gain, (deg/sec)/(deg/sec)
K3 β-to-aileron gain, (deg/sec)/(deg/sec)
K4 \( n_y \)-to-aileron gain, (deg/sec)/g
K13 lateral roll command gain, (deg/sec)/(deg/sec)
K14 rudder pedal-to-aileron gain, (deg/sec)/percent
K17 β-to-rudder gain, deg/(deg/sec)
K18 lateral acceleration-to-rudder gain, deg/g
K27 aileron-to-rudder gain, deg/(deg/sec)
\( K_{a_2} \) pitch axis angle-of-attack feedback gain, (rad/sec)/(ft/sec)
\( n_y \) lateral acceleration, g
\( n_z \) normal acceleration, g
PMAX lateral stick command gain, (deg/sec)/percent
p roll rate, deg/sec
q pitch rate, deg/sec
r yaw rate, deg/sec
S reference area, ft^2
s Laplace operator
V velocity, ft/sec
\( V_T \) true velocity, kn
XCG longitudinal center of gravity location, in.
\( XKI_{II} \) pitch axis forward loop integrator gain, deg/deg
\( XKI_{III} \) lateral axis forward loop integrator gain, deg/deg
\( XKP1 \) pitch axis forward loop proportional gain, deg/(deg/sec)
\( XKP3 \) lateral axis forward loop proportional gain, deg/(deg/sec)
\( XKP4 \) yaw axis forward-loop proportional gain, deg/(deg/sec)
YCG lateral center of gravity location, in.
\( ZCG \) vertical center of gravity location, in.
α angle of attack, deg
\( \dot{\beta} \) rate of change of sideslip, deg/sec
θ pitch angle, deg
\( \tau_s \) roll command filter time constant
φ roll angle, deg
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### Table 1: The X-29A no. 2 geometry and mass characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight, lb</td>
<td>14,583–18,518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, ft</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length, ft</td>
<td>48.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal center of gravity, in.</td>
<td>443.5–454.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moment of inertia, nominal, slug-ft²:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{xx} )</td>
<td>4,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{yy} )</td>
<td>53,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{zz} )</td>
<td>56,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( I_{xy} )</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span, ft</td>
<td>27.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean aerodynamic chord, ft</td>
<td>7.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area, ft²</td>
<td>185.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leading-edge sweep, deg</td>
<td>–29.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taper ratio</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dihedral angle, deg</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total flap area, ft²</td>
<td>14.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinge line, percent of wing chord</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap deflection limits, deg</td>
<td>–10/+25 (trailing edge down)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canard:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span, ft</td>
<td>13.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area, ft²</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taper ratio</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflection limits, deg</td>
<td>–60/+30 (trailing edge down)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical tail:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Span, ft</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area, ft²</td>
<td>33.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspect ratio</td>
<td>2.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taper ratio</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder area, ft²</td>
<td>7.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinge line, percent of tail chord</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder deflection limits, deg</td>
<td>±30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strake flap:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half span, ft</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area, ft²</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Root chord, ft</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deflection limits, deg</td>
<td>±30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. High-angle-of-attack design guidelines.

| 1-g trim flight $\alpha \geq 20^\circ$ | \(|r| < 10 \text{ deg/sec after 10 sec positive angle-of-attack recovery with forward stick; no tuck tendency}|
| Neutral lateral controls | 

| 1-g trim flight and accelerated flight $20^\circ \leq \alpha \leq 40^\circ$ | 

| Wing rock | $\alpha < 35^\circ$ | No sustained wing rock |
| $\alpha > 35^\circ$ | $|\Delta \phi| < 15^\circ$ |

| Lateral maneuver | $\Delta \beta$ adverse | $\Delta \beta$ proverse | $|\Delta \alpha|$ |
| 1/2 stick $\Delta 30^\circ$ roll | $3^\circ$ | none | $3^\circ$ |
| No roll rate reversal | |

| Full stick $\Delta 60^\circ$ roll | $7^\circ$ | $2^\circ$ | $7^\circ$ |
| No roll rate reversal | |

| Full stick $\Delta 360^\circ$ roll | $9^\circ$ | $5^\circ$ | $12^\circ$ |
| No roll rate reversal | |

Table 3. Longitudinal and lateral stick characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displacement, in.</th>
<th>Longitudinal</th>
<th>Lateral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>Modified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fore</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aft</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stick gradient, lb/in.</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Matrix of test points for flying qualities research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>$160 \text{ kn calibrated airspeed}$</th>
<th>$200 \text{ kn calibrated airspeed}$</th>
<th>$250 \text{ kn calibrated airspeed}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
<td>complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Table A-1. An s-plane description of continuous dynamic elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic element</th>
<th>s-plane description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canard actuator</td>
<td>((0.885 \cdot 20.2 \cdot 71.4) (144.9)) [s + 20.2 \left( s^2 + 2 \cdot 0.736 \cdot 71.4 \right) (s + 71.4)^2 ] ((s + 144.9))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric flap actuator</td>
<td>((20.2 \cdot 71.4)^2 (144.9)) [s + 20.2 \left( s^2 + 2 \cdot 0.736 \cdot 71.4 \right) (s + 71.4)^2 ] ((s + 144.9))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strake actuator</td>
<td>((50 \cdot 100 \cdot 325)^2) (s + 50 \left( s + 100 \right) \left( s^2 + 2 \cdot 0.7 \cdot 325 \right) (s + 325)^2 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential flap actuator</td>
<td>((54.1)^2 (71.4)^2) [s^2 + 2 \left( 1.53 \cdot 54.1 \right) s + (54.1)^2 \left[ s^2 + 2 \cdot 0.735 \cdot 71.4 \right] (s + 71.4)^2 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudder actuator</td>
<td>((54.1)^2 (71.4)^2) [s^2 + 2 \left( 1.53 \cdot 54.1 \right) s + (54.1)^2 \left[ s^2 + 2 \cdot 0.735 \cdot 71.4 \right] (s + 71.4)^2 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time delay</td>
<td>(\frac{100}{s + 100})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch rate fuselage vertical bending notch filter</td>
<td>(\frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.2 \right) (68) s + (68)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.5 \right) (68) s + (68)^2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch rate fuselage second vertical bending notch filter</td>
<td>[\frac{1200}{133} \left( s^2 + 2 \left( 0.05 \right) (133) s + (133)^2 \right) \frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.50 \right) (120) s + (120)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.05 \right) (133) s + (133)^2}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch rate fuselage second vertical bending–wing second bending notch filter</td>
<td>[\frac{1600}{150} \left( s^2 + 2 \left( 0.071 \right) (150) s + (150)^2 \right) \frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.70 \right) (160) s + (160)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.071 \right) (150) s + (150)^2}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw rate fuselage lateral bending notch filter</td>
<td>(\frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.1 \right) (70) s + (70)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.7 \right) (70) s + (70)^2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal acceleration fuselage vertical bending notch filter</td>
<td>(\frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.1 \right) (70) s + (70)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.7 \right) (70) s + (70)^2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal acceleration noseboom vertical bending–canard pitch–fuselage second vertical bending notch filter</td>
<td>[\frac{150}{128} \left( s^2 + 2 \left( 0.10 \right) (128) s + (128)^2 \right) \frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.70 \right) (150) s + (150)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.10 \right) (128) s + (128)^2}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral acceleration fuselage lateral bending notch filter</td>
<td>(\frac{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.1 \right) (68) s + (68)^2}{s^2 + 2 \left( 0.5 \right) (68) s + (68)^2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic element</td>
<td>s-plane description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canard position fuselage</td>
<td>$\frac{s^2 + 2 \cdot (0.14) \cdot 68 \cdot s + (68)^2}{s^2 + 2 \cdot (0.70) \cdot 68 \cdot s + (68)^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vertical bending notch filter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch rate gyroscope signal</td>
<td>$\frac{(137)^2}{s^2 + 2 \cdot (0.704) \cdot 137 \cdot s + (137)^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll rate gyroscope signal</td>
<td>$\frac{(157)^2}{s^2 + 2 \cdot (0.701) \cdot 157 \cdot s + (157)^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaw rate gyroscope signal</td>
<td>$\frac{(137)^2}{s^2 + 2 \cdot (0.704) \cdot 137 \cdot s + (137)^2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefilter</td>
<td>$\frac{200}{s + 200}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll rate notch filter</td>
<td>$\frac{s^2 + 14.2755 \cdot s + 10,106.5}{s^2 + 142.1482 \cdot s + 10,106.5}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. The X-29A no. 2 test airplane.
Figure 2. The X-29A no. 2 cockpit displays.
Figure 3. The X-29A no. 2 spin chute assembly.
Figure 4. The X-29A longitudinal control system. The highlighted blocks represent changes made for high angle of attack.

Figure 5. The X-29A lateral–directional control system. The highlighted blocks represent changes made for high angle of attack.
Figure 6. Time histories of the angle-of-attack redundancy management failure from flight 27. The failure was detected at 22.65 sec.
Figure 7. The X-29A high-angle-of-attack envelope.
Figure 8. Drop-model wing rock with a 0.88 deg/(deg/sec) roll damping gain (reproduced from reference 23).
Figure 9. Wing drop time history.
Figure 9. Continued.
Figure 9. Continued.
Figure 9. Concluded.
Figure 10. Wing rock time history.
Figure 11. Magnitude of bank angle oscillation as a function of angle of attack during wing rock.

Figure 12. Open-loop dutch roll pole locations.
Figure 13. Pitch rate comparison.
Figure 14. Simulation match to flight data for pitching maneuver.
Figure 14. Concluded.
Figure 15. Surface rates during pitching steps.

(a) Noseup maneuvers.
(b) Nosedown maneuvers.

Figure 15. Concluded.
Minimum nosedown pitching moment requirement

Flight
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Figure 16. Minimum nosedown aerodynamic pitching moment.
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Figure 17. The X-29A high-angle-of-attack lateral-directional flight control system with variable gains highlighted.
Figure 18. Stability axis roll rate (at 200 kn and an altitude of 20,000 ft) as a function of angle of attack.

Figure 19. Body axis yaw rate required (at 200 kn and an altitude of 20,000 ft) for coordination of stability axis roll rate of figure 18.
Figure 20. Effect of sideslip on roll coordination for a typical bank angle maneuver.
Figure 20. Concluded.
Figure 21. Roll coordination data (all data represented as if roll were negative (to the left)).
Figure 22. Maximum rudder deflection during 180° roll captures at 200 kn equivalent airspeed.
Figure 23. Maximum aileron deflection during 180° roll captures at 200 kn equivalent airspeed.
Figure 24. Angle of sideslip buildup during position limiting.
Figure 25. Effects of filtering on lateral acceleration components.
Figure 26. Cockpit lateral acceleration at roll initiation.

Figure 27. Largest cockpit lateral acceleration components during maneuver.
Figure 28. Flight data fit to determine roll mode time constant.

(a) Fit of body axis yaw rate.

(b) Fit of stability axis roll rate.
Figure 29. Roll mode time constant as a function of stability axis roll rate at a 30° angle of attack.

Figure 30. Proposed criteria for a 30° angle of attack.
Figure 31. Roll rate gyroscope signal power spectral density.
Figure A-1. Linear matrices.
SIMULATION DATA DISPLAY:

| P  | 0.00 | PDOT | 0.00 | AMCH | 0.45 |
| Q  | 9.86 | QDOT | 0.00 | QBAR | 136. |
| R  | 0.00 | RDOT | 0.00 | GHA  | -50.00 |
| V  | 463. | VDOT | 0.00 | DEL  | 0.00 |
| ALP| 25.00| ALPD | 0.00 | UB   | 419. |
| BTA| 0.00 | STAD | 0.00 | VB   | 0.00 |
| THA| -25.06| THAD | 9.86 | WB   | 195. |
| PHI| 0.00 | PHID | 0.00 | ANX  | 0.62 |
| H  | 20000.| HDOT | -354.| ANY  | 0.00 |
| X  | 0.00 | XDOT | 297. | ANZ  | -3.15 |
| Y  | 0.00 | YDOT | 0.00 | AN  | 3.15 |
| V   | 463. | VDOT | 0.00 | AN  | 3.15 |
| ALP | 25.00| ALPD | 0.00 | ANZ | -3.15 |
| BTA | 0.00 | STAD | 0.00 | AN  | 3.15 |
| THA | -25.06| THAD | 9.86 | AN  | 3.15 |
| PHI | 0.00 | PHID | 0.00 | ANX | 0.62 |
| H   | 20000.| HDOT | -354.| ANY | 0.00 |
| X   | 0.00 | XDOT | 297. | ANZ | -3.15 |
| Y   | 0.00 | YDOT | 0.00 | AN  | 3.15 |

**NORMAL MODE**

**VEAS 200.**

**VCAS 203.**

**CL 0.00000**

**DC -11.40 CM 0.11905**

**CN 0.00000**

**CY 0.00000**

**PLAI 30.000 DELX 0.30 DELZ 0.12 AIXZ 2559.**

**CM 0.11905**

**CM 0.11905**

**CLFTI 1.80273**

**FA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOTOT</th>
<th>ALPHA</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>THETA</th>
<th>BETA</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>PHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.1673E+00</td>
<td>-0.1568E-03</td>
<td>-0.1221E+01</td>
<td>-0.2065E+02</td>
<td>0.1442E-00</td>
<td>0.2825E-03</td>
<td>0.1319E-03</td>
<td>0.4294E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.4936E-03</td>
<td>-0.3261E-02</td>
<td>0.9943E+00</td>
<td>0.5116E-01</td>
<td>0.1175E-04</td>
<td>0.2805E-06</td>
<td>0.1331E-06</td>
<td>0.1897E-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2451E-03</td>
<td>0.2197E-01</td>
<td>-0.1998E+00</td>
<td>-0.1454E+02</td>
<td>0.2567E-04</td>
<td>0.8359E-04</td>
<td>0.3905E-04</td>
<td>0.1274E-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.1000E+01</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = -0.9687E-12</td>
<td>0.2672E-08</td>
<td>-0.5384E-09</td>
<td>-0.5207E-09</td>
<td>0.4188E-00</td>
<td>0.9024E-00</td>
<td>0.4292E-01</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.4119E-10</td>
<td>-0.3355E-05</td>
<td>0.6204E-08</td>
<td>-0.6001E-08</td>
<td>0.3560E-02</td>
<td>0.1325E-01</td>
<td>0.1388E-06</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5082E-10</td>
<td>-0.1325E-06</td>
<td>0.7654E-08</td>
<td>0.7403E-08</td>
<td>0.7420E-00</td>
<td>0.2307E-01</td>
<td>0.2581E-06</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.1000E+01</td>
<td>-0.4663E-00</td>
<td>-0.2023E-01</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOTOT</th>
<th>ALPHA</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>THETA</th>
<th>BETA</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>PHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1350E+01</td>
<td>0.4901E+01</td>
<td>0.1070E+00</td>
<td>0.1114E+02</td>
<td>-0.2305E+00</td>
<td>0.8576E-02</td>
<td>0.5876E-02</td>
<td>0.3274E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1350E+01</td>
<td>0.4901E+01</td>
<td>0.1070E+00</td>
<td>0.1114E+02</td>
<td>-0.2305E+00</td>
<td>0.8576E-02</td>
<td>0.5876E-02</td>
<td>0.3274E-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1350E+01</td>
<td>0.4901E+01</td>
<td>0.1070E+00</td>
<td>0.1114E+02</td>
<td>-0.2305E+00</td>
<td>0.8576E-02</td>
<td>0.5876E-02</td>
<td>0.3274E-08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOTOT</th>
<th>ALPHA</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>THETA</th>
<th>BETA</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>PHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.3152E+00</td>
<td>-0.1109E+00</td>
<td>-0.1223E+00</td>
<td>0.1203E+00</td>
<td>0.7325E-09</td>
<td>0.7040E-09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.6335E-03</td>
<td>0.3419E-04</td>
<td>0.4144E-03</td>
<td>-0.1212E-03</td>
<td>0.7622E-12</td>
<td>0.7138E-12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1929E-01</td>
<td>-0.3961E-02</td>
<td>-0.1891E-01</td>
<td>-0.1068E-02</td>
<td>0.2166E-09</td>
<td>0.2083E-09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = 0.1137E+08</td>
<td>0.5691E+10</td>
<td>0.4202E+10</td>
<td>-0.4919E+11</td>
<td>-0.5015E+03</td>
<td>0.3623E-03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7643E+07</td>
<td>0.5431E+09</td>
<td>0.4010E+09</td>
<td>-0.4694E+10</td>
<td>0.2268E+00</td>
<td>0.6077E-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.7185E-07</td>
<td>-0.1009E-08</td>
<td>-0.7453E-09</td>
<td>0.8726E-10</td>
<td>0.1949E-01</td>
<td>-0.2421E-01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td>0.0000E+00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FB**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOTOT</th>
<th>ALPHA</th>
<th>Q</th>
<th>THETA</th>
<th>BETA</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>PHI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1114E-01</td>
<td>0.1137E+02</td>
<td>0.7609E+02</td>
<td>0.3313E+04</td>
<td>0.1469E-02</td>
<td>0.3935E-03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1114E-01</td>
<td>0.1137E+02</td>
<td>0.7609E+02</td>
<td>0.3313E+04</td>
<td>0.1469E-02</td>
<td>0.3935E-03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1609E-07</td>
<td>0.8321E-09</td>
<td>0.6143E-09</td>
<td>0.7192E-10</td>
<td>0.3979E-02</td>
<td>0.3979E-02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure A-1. Continued.**
SIMULATION DATA DISPLAY:

P 0.00 PDOT 0.00 AMCH 0.45
Q 9.21 QDOT 0.00 QBAR 136.
R 0.00 RDOT 0.00 GMA 0.00
V 463. VDOT -41.21 DEL 0.00
ALP 30.00 ALPD 0.00 UB 401.
BTA 0.00 BTA 0.00 VB 0.
THA 30.00 THAD 9.21 WB 231.
PSI 0.00 PSID 0.00
PHI 0.00 PHID 0.00
H 20000. HDOT 0. ANY 0.00
X 0.00 XDOT 463. ANZ -3.51 VEAS 200.
Y 0.00 YDOT 0. AN 3.51 VCS 203.

P 0.00 PDOT 0.00
Q 9.21 QDOT 0.00
R 0.00 RDOT 0.00
V 463. VDOT -41.21
ALP 30.00 ALPD 0.00
BTA 0.00 BTA 0.00
THA 30.00 THAD 9.21
PSI 0.00 PSID 0.00
PHI 0.00 PHID 0.00
H 20000. HDOT 0. ANY 0.00
X 0.00 XDOT 463. ANZ -3.51
Y 0.00 YDOT 0. AN 3.51

FA

VTOT ALPHA Q THETA BETA P R PHI
-0.2321E-00 -0.1445E+01 -0.1211E+02 -0.5089E-01 -0.1245E+00 -0.4077E-02 -0.177E-04
-0.6005E-03 -0.2519E+00 -0.1822E+00 -0.3211E-02 -0.3211E-02 -0.1445E+00 -0.1445E+00
0.1799E-01 -0.2335E+01 -0.3633E+00 -0.3748E+00 -0.3748E+00 -0.3748E+00 -0.3748E+00
0.0000E+00 -0.1000E+01 -0.3296E+00 -0.3296E+00 -0.3296E+00 -0.3296E+00 -0.3296E+00
0.1137E-07 -0.286E+01 -0.3315E+04 -0.3315E+04 -0.3315E+04 -0.3315E+04 -0.3315E+04
0.5337E-09 -0.4847E+00 -0.5197E+00 -0.5197E+00 -0.5197E+00 -0.5197E+00 -0.5197E+00
0.0000E+00 -0.1000E+00 -0.1000E+00 -0.1000E+00 -0.1000E+00 -0.1000E+00 -0.1000E+00

FH

VTOT ALPHA Q THETA BETA P R PHI
0.1556E-01 0.1770E+02 0.7739E+02 0.4077E+00 0.1245E+00 0.177E+04 0.177E+04
0.1555E-01 0.1555E+01 0.1135E+00 0.3867E-03 0.3867E-03 0.3867E-03 0.3867E-03
0.1555E-02 0.1555E-01 0.1135E+00 0.1115E+00 0.1115E+00 0.1115E+00 0.1115E+00
-0.2503E-09 -0.2313E-05 -0.3770E-07 -0.2438E-07 0.1056E+01 0.1056E+01 0.1056E+01

FB

DC DSF DSTF PLA DDF DR
-0.3558E-00 -0.1014E+00 -0.3143E+00 -0.3143E+00 -0.3143E+00 -0.3143E+00 -0.3143E+00
-0.9386E-03 -0.7000E-05 -0.3907E-03 -0.3907E-03 -0.3907E-03 -0.3907E-03 -0.3907E-03
0.5196E-01 -0.844E+00 -0.2016E-01 -0.2016E-01 -0.2016E-01 -0.2016E-01 -0.2016E-01
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00
-0.7632E-08 -0.443E-09 -0.373E-09 -0.373E-09 -0.373E-09 -0.373E-09 -0.373E-09
-0.2318E-04 -0.411E-09 -0.3897E-06 -0.3897E-06 -0.3897E-06 -0.3897E-06 -0.3897E-06
0.9551E-06 -0.2880E-07 -0.2126E-07 -0.2126E-07 -0.2126E-07 -0.2126E-07 -0.2126E-07
0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00 0.0000E+00

FF

DC DSF DSTF PLA DDF DR
0.1556E-01 0.1770E-02 0.7739E-02 0.4077E-02 0.1245E+00 0.177E+00 0.177E+00
0.1556E-01 0.1770E-02 0.7739E-02 0.4077E-02 0.1245E+00 0.177E+00 0.177E+00
0.6183E-06 0.1178E-07 0.8697E-08 0.1018E-08 0.1166E-01 0.4068E-02

Figure A-1. Concluded.
Figure A-2. Longitudinal control system.

Figure A-3. Lateral–directional control system.
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